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Mass Insight 
2020 Fall Workshop for AP® Teachers 

 

Environmental Science Sessions 
 

 
Day 1:   Monday, November 9 

 

 
Session I 

5:15 PM – 6:45 PM 
(eastern) 

Session II 
7:00 PM – 8:30 PM 

(eastern) 

Topic #1 
“Edpuzzle: Incorporating Customized Questions 

with YouTube Videos as Assignments” 
(Presenter: Ricardo Viteri) 

“Pacing & Planning Your Year” 
(Presenter: Kristi Schertz) 

Topic #2  
“Virtual and Distance Experimental Design in APES” 

(Presenter: Tony Villarreal) 

 
Day 2:   Tuesday, November 10 

 

 
Session I 

5:15 PM – 6:45 PM 
(eastern) 

Session II 
7:00 PM – 8:30 PM 

(eastern) 

Topic #1 
“Interpreting Graphic Data, It's More Than Just a 

Trend” 
(Presenter: Ed Wren) 

“Weaving Science Practices in and throughout Your 
Year in Authentic and Time-Saving Ways” 

(Presenter: Kristi Schertz) 

Topic #2  
“Population Pyramids & Demographic Transition 

Group Activity with Google Drawings” 
(Presenter: Tony Villarreal) 

 
Day 3:   Thursday, November 12 

 

 
Session I 

5:15 PM – 6:45 PM 
(eastern) 

Session II 
7:00 PM – 8:30 PM 

(eastern) 

Topic #1 
“Water Quality” 

(Presenter: Andrew Milbauer) 
“Scaffolding Expermerimental Design” 

(Presenter: Kristi Schertz) 

Topic #2  
“ELL in AP? You bet!” 

(Presenter: Angela Tonn) 

 



 
Day 4:   Friday, November 13 

 

 
Session I 

5:15 PM – 6:45 PM 
(eastern) 

Session II 
7:00 PM – 8:30 PM 

(eastern) 

Topic #1   

Topic #2   

 
 

Day 5:   Tuesday, November 17 
 

 
Session I 

5:15 PM – 6:45 PM 
(eastern) 

Session II 
7:00 PM – 8:30 PM 

(eastern) 

Topic #1 
“Epidemiology: discussion of responses to a 

pandemic” 
(Presenter: Andrew Milbauer) 

“5E Learning Cycles in AP Environmental Science” 
(Presenter: Kristi Schertz) 

Topic #2  
“Exploring Visual and Quantitative Models of 

Population Ecology in the Serengeti.” 
(Presenter: Scott Sowell) 

 
 

Day 6:   Wednesday, November 18 
 

 
Session I 

5:15 PM – 6:45 PM 
(eastern) 

Session II 
7:00 PM – 8:30 PM 

(eastern) 

Topic #1 
“Teaching Climate Change: evidence, impacts, and 

solutions” 
(Presenter: Andrew Milbauer) 

“Content Delivery” 
(Presenter: Kristi Schertz) 

Topic #2  
“Generating Scientific Arguments about 

Bioaccumulation & Biomagnification” 
(Presenter: Scott Sowell) 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 



Session Descriptions 
 
 

Kristi Schertz 
Title: Pacing and Planning Your Year 
Date/Time: Monday, 11/9 @ 7:00 PM 
Description:  Lay out a plan for your year to ensure all the science practices and content from the CED 
sufficiently met with time to review for the big exam. We will discuss ways to do this via in-person, hybrid, 
and online learning and how AP Classroom resources can help you keep to your pacing. 
ZOOM LINK: [TBD] 
 

Title: Weaving Science Practices in and throughout your year in authentic and time-saving ways 
Date/Time: Tuesday, 11/10 @ 7:00 PM 
Description:  Every question on the AP Exam will combine content with a science practice. It's 
important that students experience this merging as much as possible throughout the year. We will examine 
how content can be taught via science practices with concrete examples, templates and lessons that 
teachers can use immediately. 
ZOOM LINK: [TBD] 
 

Title: Scaffolding Experimental Design 
Date/Time: Thursday, 11/12 @ 7:00 PM 
Description:  Students need good modeling before they can effectively design controlled experiments. 
We will discuss several ways to scaffold and train kids via three labs (salinization, cities and climate change, 
and air particulates) that can be done at home and in the classroom. 
ZOOM LINK: [TBD] 
 

Title: 5E Learning Cycles in AP Environmental Science 
Date/Time: Tuesday, 11/17 @ 7:00 PM 
Description:  We will use examples of exemplar 5E labs that lead students to conceptual understanding 
of scientific principles in AP Environmental Science. Take home a tree and forestry 5E that can be 
implemented in an urban environment and can also be done at-home with basic household supplies. 
ZOOM LINK: [TBD] 
 

Title: Content Delivery 
Date/Time: Wednesday, 11/18 @ 7:00 PM  
Description:  Research on how students learn help us determine the most effective ways to deliver 
content to AP students. Join us in a discussion of different ways to teach content beyond the powerpoint 
including sketch notes, diagrams, flipped classroom, interactive notebooks, and more. 
ZOOM LINK: [TBD] 
 
 

Tony Villarreal 
Title: Virtual and Distance Experimental Design in APES 
Date/Time: Monday, 11/9 @ 7:00 PM  
Description:  We will go over experimental design topics that can be applied with students in class and 
virtually.  Students can conduct their own research and create scientific posters on paper or virtually on 
Google Drawings with the goal of doing a gallery walk on their work. This eliminates the tediousness of 
reading and refining long lab reports while still trying to cover all the content in the CED.  Despite hurdles 
like language barriers, students can create their own field, lab, and observational experiments on their own, 
as well as producing scientific posters worthy of presentations. The skills covered will assist them in doing 
the free response that will always be on the exam. 
ZOOM LINK: [TBD] 



Title: Population Pyramids & Demographic Transition Group Activity with Google Drawings 
Date/Time: Tuesday, 11/10 @ 7:00 PM 
Description:  Students need to know the concepts of Demographic Transition and how to read and 
interpret population pyramids. We’ll go over how to teach the students these concepts in a way that is 
meaningful and understandable no matter the level of student. This session will show how to use Google 
Drawings to make an interactive group assignment combining both concepts, as well as show examples of 
what this would look like in a F2F setting as well. Teachers will be given notes, and a sample of the 
assignment to use with their students. 
ZOOM LINK: [TBD] 
 
 

Andy Milbauer 
Title: Water Quality 
Date/Time: Thursday, 11/12 @ 5:15 PM    
Description:  This session will discuss water quality framed through sampling methods, major water 
pollutants, sources, consequences, and solutions.  There will be a few videos demonstrating different 
methods of water sampling based on where you are located.  These videos can also be used as a remote 
option for schools in remote instruction.  We will discuss major case studies and success stories 
throughout the US.  Additionally, there will be focus on what students can do immediately to help improve 
water quality. 
ZOOM LINK: [TBD] 
 

Title: Epidemiology: Discussion of Responses to a Pandemic 
Date/Time: Tuesday, 11/17 @ 5:15 PM   
Description:  This workshop will carefully address epidemiology and emergent diseases.  We will 
address this through HIV, Ebola, and Covid-19.  Exploring these topics will help address important 
concepts in epidemiology: prevention, remediation, transmission rates, mortality rates, vaccinations, 
zoonosis, reservoirs and stigma.  Included will be a lab on transmission that is simple to set up and 
discussion of ways to use it in remote settings. 
ZOOM LINK: [TBD] 
 

Title: Teaching Climate Change Through Evidence 
Date/Time: Wednesday, 11/18 @ 5:15 PM     
Description:  This session will cover ways to teach climate change through graphing activities and 
evidence.  We will discuss sources of evidence that are long term and short term, including baselines.   We 
will go over some news debates on climate change to help identify author bias.  Also included will be a 
video demonstrating a simple lab on albedo.  We will include discussions on solutions to leave students 
with tangible hope, and science practice 7.  Session will include approaches to remote learning.  
ZOOM LINK: [TBD] 
 
 

Scott Sowell 
Title: Exploring Visual and Quantitative Models of Population Ecology in the Serengeti 
Date/Time: Tuesday, 11/17 @ 7:00 PM  
Description:  We will investigate various “top-down” and “bottom-up” factors that limit population 
sizes.  We will look at specific population data of herbivores in the Serengeti in order to understand 
exponential and logistic growth.  We will pay particular attention to how carrying capacity informs wildlife 
management/conversation decisions. 
ZOOM LINK: [TBD] 
 

Title: Generating Scientific Arguments about Bioaccumulation & Biomagnification 
Date/Time: Thursday, 11/18 @ 7:00 PM 



Description:  We will use a variety of on-line resources to teach the concepts of bioaccumulation and 
biomagnification.  Focusing on mercury poisoning as the key phenomenon, we will look at video clips, 
online data collection, diagrams, readings, and other resources that students can utilize from home.  We 
will end by using the Claim-Evidence-Reasoning (CER) strategy to generate a scientific argument from 
evidence. 
ZOOM LINK: [TBD] 
 
 

Ed Wren 
Title: Interpreting Graphic Data, It’s More Than Just a Trend 
Date/Time: Tuesday, 11/10 @ 5:15 PM 
Description: This session will begin with a presentation and discussion of the different types of graphs 
students will see, and be asked to interpret, during their year in APES.  The focus will be on how to teach 
interpretation beyond just seeing trends.  The second portion of the session will focus on creating graphs 
in Excel using data tables from actual environmental studies.  We will talk about things like kid’s struggles 
with choosing interesting comparisons, entering data into Excel and generating and labeling the graphs.   
 A collection of current, useful data tables will also be provided. 
ZOOM LINK: [TBD] 
 
 

Angela Tonn 
Title: ELL in AP? You bet! 
Date/Time: Thursday, 11/12 @ 7:00 PM 
Description: English language learners can and should have access to AP course work. We will learn 
strategies for connecting with and supporting EL(ESOL) students in academically rigorous environments. 
ZOOM LINK: [TBD] 
 
 

Ricardo Viteri 
Title: Edpuzzle- Incorporating customized questions with online YouTube videos as assignments 
Date/Time: Monday, 11/9 @ 5:15 PM 
Description:  Edpuzzle is an online program that allows the instructor to assign customized questions 
within YouTube videos from the internet to students.  During the presentation we will incorporate A.P. 
Daily YouTube videos and construct customized questions that will be directly put into these 
presentations.  A.P. Daily videos include the entire CED for APES and is a great tool to add to the arsenal 
of teaching. 
ZOOM LINK: [TBD] 


